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Thursday July 5th, 2012 

This review of our Inter-Issue Updates looks at the S&P 500 through July & August
201 2. The charts have been pulled and placed on one page for each day. Both the
daily and hourly are shown as they were given in the update.

Updates also include a table with TRIGGERS and HPTZ as well as a write up. Due to
space these have been omitted and only the charts are shown. For a look at a
complete update our subscribers get and what it entai ls, you can download some of
our update examples.

90% + Accuracy

How is this possible? Some marketing scam? Seems a little unbelievable. Yes it does
and being skeptical is more than within reason.

One of the reasons we are able to get such a high accuracy % is because we don't
cal l direction. We use a technical methodology for entry/exit considerations (triggers)
and High Probabil ity Target Zones are given above and below the market. We are
saying that IF the market moves up, it wil l go to target A, and IF it moves down the
market wil l go to target B. 90% + of the time, when the market moves (up or down) it
hits one of our HPTZ (up or down).

We think this is sti l l pretty special and it al lows traders to build a confident strategy
around it. 90%+ of the time when the market moves (up or down) a HPTZ is hit.

The other reason for the success of the methodology has to do with the technical
analysis itself. Why it works exactly has many considerations. There are several
theories as to why a channel holds for example. For the same reasons the channel
holds and other patterns can be seen, this methodology works.

I t may be difficult to believe that you can predict with any degree of accuracy where
the market wil l move next. Ultimately it is a game of probabil ities and as they say
"past performance is no guarantee of the future". You wil l have to decide for yourself
if we seem to have increased our probabil ities or not.

GoldenPhi

Abbreviations & Labell ing

s/r : support & resistance UBB, LBB : upper / lower Boll inger Bands

tt : technical trigger Fib lvl : Fibonacci retracement or

ma : moving average extension level.

HPTZ: High Probabil ity Target Zone

www.triggers.ca
www.triggers.ca
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Market was lifting. The two crossing significant
trend lines the likely target should the market
continue to lift.

Hourly chart also shows a lower target with the
supporting 1 3ma as a trigger consideration.
Lower target lines up with a Fibonacci level
around 1 ,350.00
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Thursday July 5th, 201 2 SS&&PP 550000 DDAAIILLYY//HHOOUURRLLYY $$UUSSDD Tuesday July 1 0th, 201 2

Market turns, not lifting to upper target
potential. Lower targets shown at technical
areas of interest. Technical triggers ma & Fib
lvl crossed

Hourly chart shows the supporting 1 3ma
breaks, market moves to Fibonacci level
1 ,350.00 target.

11 33mmaa bbrreeaakkss
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Continuing to fall, market lands on the lower HPTZ
where significant support/resistance (s/r) cross.

The hourly adds perspecitve - targets for a bounce.
Lower targets given should supports fail.
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Lifting from supports the market moves to target. S
and then T are upper targets.

Hourly shows the market lifts to location in Price &
Time for target given.

Shorter term targets N & M given as likley places
fotr the market to move next and find s/r.
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Market moves through the 1 00ma (tt) and Fib levels
(tt) on its way to target S.

On the hourly we cna see the market 1 st moved
down to M before lifting through N.

Multiple ma's and channel s/r's for tt.
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Market lifts to S and falls off, mving backk towards
our target R.

On the hourly we can see teh drop from S brings
the market back to previous lows. P is a likely
pullback target.

Techinicals are watching for end to current
downwave, potentially the last leg of a 5 count.
Blue arrow and 3 count what we are expecting once
the current is finished.
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Market breaks significant channel and trend
support, reaching to the top of target R. Target T in
line for a lift.

Pulling back to P and then moving to target R,
Divergence is noted adding more support for a lift
and new wave counts.
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Market lifts to target T.

Target X on both daily and hourly given as the likely
pullback before more up.
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Falling off towards X.

Target Z is added and represents the the same
distance as our original 3 count. (Geen highlight
boxes)
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Jumping ahead a little bit we see the market drops
to X, finds support on the trend channel and lifts to
the lower edge of Z.

The hourly shows Time increasing for the move.
Top of blue box / bottom of green target represents
the distance we are still waiting for.

Targets Y and F were given as the next likely market
move should supports at X and PT fail.

They held and as you can see in the next chart, the
market eventually makes it's way to reach the
height we were looking for - representing the same
distance travelled as our 1 st 3 count waves.
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Target M is reached and the market bounces off
this level.

Know where the market is likely to move next
(HPTZ), up or down, and using the technical
triggers for entry and exit conditions can assist in
keeping you on the right side of the market.
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TRIGGER$ Updates are part of a Trading
Methodology that uses the identification of High
Probabil ity Target Zones (HPTZ).

These targets are derived from the assimilation of
several Technical tools and methods.

Through the application of the tools to determine
HPTZ, they also set up trigger considerations for
potential entry and exit placement.

Our Updates give the HPTZ that we have found as
well as the most obvious technical triggers that
have set up. There are usually several trigger
considerations for each HPTZ and the traders own
risk tolerances and trading strategy must decide for
themselves which are appropriate. As noted in our
disclaimer, this is not a trade advisory service. The
updates outl ine and use a methodology that can be
used as the base for an individuals personal
trading strategy.

The trading methodology entai ls identifying the
HPTZ both above and below the current market
position. While we general ly have a bias on market
direction, we are not infal l ible. Identifying the HPTZ
on either side of the market, and using the
technical tools as trigger considerations, the trader
el iminates all bias and psychological pitfal ls and
trades what the market actual ly does, as opposed
to what is believed to potential ly occur.

This sets up a purely technical trading system.
Regardless of market direction, the trader has a
plan and method for successful ly navigating the
market.

You wil l note throughout the updates we post that
the Methodology remains constant. That is, it
does not change, shift or modify depending on
market conditions. Regardless of trending or
non-trending markets, the methodology is
applicable in all situations.

While the methodology has been in development
for several years, it is only recently that we have
started to keep a track record of its progress.
Through the publication of these updates, we
have a real-time record of the success or fai lure
of the method and identification of HPTZ, or a
proof of concept. In July of 201 2 we expanded
our updates to include several markets and it is
from this point that we have started collecting
data from our methodology. For the moment, the
sampling size is admittedly small . However it
grows monthly and should soon enough begin to
establish an acceptable statistic.

As we locate HPTZ on either side of the market,
only those that are activated are included in the
calculations. HPTZ are activated when the
market makes a move in that direction (I .e. new
wave), exceeding the current market boundaries
(I .e. channels, pattern s/r’s etc.). HPTZ identify
targets for the next wave. I f the next wave
becomes apparent and moves outside current
boundaries but does not make it to the HPTZ,
then it is a miss.

Hits on price level, but misses at the exact
location (time) are only counted as a hit if the call
could reasonably be considered “close”. That the
market at some point reaches the price level is
not enough to be considered as a hit – the p/t
must “just miss” the time target to be counted as
a hit on price but miss on time.

Methodology Performance

* Both Price & Time: exact location for both price &
time was achieved
* Price Level Only: price level was reached, but
occurred outside of specified time frame. Only those
price levels reached where the time element could
be reasonable counted as “close” count as a Hit.

** Total combined number of the Price & Time
Targets Hit and the Price Level Only Targets Hit.

as ofFriday, Nov.9th, 2012




